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FINE WINE DATA REVIEW
June 2018 saw the close of a sluggish 2017
Bordeaux En Primeur campaign which drove
disengaged buyers to perceived better
value back-vintages. Liv-ex reported in June
that May 2018 had been the most active month
on the exchange since June 2011 with a 38%
increase in traded value compared to May 2017.
This level of activity was not sustained in June
2018, the Bordeaux 2017 En Primeurs failed to
inject the usual energy into the market. Liv-ex has
stated that merchant member sales halved in value,
and fell by 60% in volume, compared to the 2016
campaign. There is now a possible issue with stock
build up in the supply chain and potential pressure
on prices in the near future as negociants look to
free up their balance sheets in the coming months.
This could present an opportunity for investors to
buy keenly and we will keep you posted on this.

Liv-ex Fine Wine 50 & USD

Source: Liv-ex.com July, 2018

Currency also influenced the market in June and the continued strong performance of the US$ benefited the market. All Liv-ex indices trended up
with the Liv-ex 1000 leading at 1.4% growth in the month. The Liv-ex 1000 components; Burgundy 150 and Bordeaux Legends grew 1.9% and 1.7%
respectively. The Liv-ex Fine Wine 50 rose 1% and the key benchmark, Liv-ex 100 was up 1.1%, both seeing their strongest one month performance
since November 2017.
Throughout 2018 Liv-ex index movements have been more influenced by GBP:USD rates and by proxy GBP:HKD. Vinexpo Hong Kong was a
catalyst to increased trade in June., leading the Fine Wine 50 to rise over 1% in the month.

Chateau Latour
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REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
Bordeaux sales dipped in June to 62% of regional market share in the month it normally dominates due to the merchants’ muted
response to the 2017 campaign. As a consequence focus moved to older wines offering more value and Robert Parker 100-point
wines of the Bordeaux 2009 vintage such as Latour and Ducru Beaucaillou helped raise the performance of the Liv-ex 100 index.

Major market movers: Left Bank Bordeaux 2009
WINE

VINTAGE

MAY ‘18

JUNE ‘18

CHANGE %

Rauzan Segla

2009

£830

£986

19

Giscours

2009

£549

£599

9

Petit Mouton

2009

£2,045

£2,175

6

Latour

2009

£9,400

£9,930

6

Ducru Beaucaillou

2009

£2,150

£2,260

5

Source: Liv-ex.com 30thJune 2018		

Mid Price: 12x75cl

Burgundy’s trade share in June remained consistent with May 2018, Champagne saw a market share uplift from 5.6% to 9.7% in June,
largely helped by the Cristal 2008 release from Louis Roederer. The initial release price of £1,430 rose to £2,098 (46.7% uplift) in the
month and it was the most actively traded wine in volume and value in June.
The wines of the Rhone are still a rare investment and over the last five years the
Rhone 100 has risen just 9% overall. However, it looks like investors may well be
turning their focus towards the Cote Rotie as the Rhone 100 has outperformed the
Bordeaux 500 and Italy 100 so far this year, seeing 3.4% growth to the end of June.
Guigal’s La Mouline, La Landonne and La Turque, dubbed by Robert Parker as the
‘La Las’, have been awarded more 100 points than any other producer. In 1988,
1999, 2009 and 2010 all three scored 100 points. They are all single vineyards and
their collective production is about 1,500 cases per annum, so the quality and rarity
factors are strongly in play.

E Guigal Wine

Parker 100 point wines

La Landonne

1985, 1988, 1990, 1998, 1999, 2003, 2005, 2009,
2010, 2012

La Mouline

1976, 1978, 1983, 1985, 1988, 1991, 1999, 2003,
2005, 2009, 2010

La Turque

1985, 1988, 1995, 1999, 2003, 2005, 2009, 2010

Other key wines of the Rhone are Jaboulet’s Hermitage Chapelle and Jean Louis Chave, Hermitage, and good performance for these wines in
June can be seen in the table; Top 5 Rhone Movers.

Top 5 Rhone Movers
WINE

VINTAGE

MAY ‘18

JUNE ‘18

CHANGE %

Guigal, Cote Rotie Mouline

2006

£1,176

£2,091

19

Jean-Louis Chave, Hermitage

2006

£1,909

£2,235

17

Beaucastel, Chateau Neuf Du Pape

2012

£464

£540

16

P. Jaboulet, Hermitage Chapelle

2007

£773

£885

14

Vieux Telegraphe, Ch. Neuf du Pape

2005

£2,150

£2,260

5

Source: Liv-ex.com 30thJune 2018		

Mid Price: 12x75cl
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MARKET NEWS
The top ten traded fine wines by value in the
first six months of 2018
Liv-ex recently published its findings on fine
wines traded on the exchange in the first six
months of 2018 and has ranked the top ten
wines traded by value. Nearly all of them are
produced in Bordeaux and Chateau Haut Brion
1989 was the most traded wine in the period.
Previously hailed by Robert Parker as “one of
the greatest young Bordeaux wines of the last
half-century”, he has awarded 100 points to
this vintage of the First Growth at tastings on a
number of occasions over the years. The wine
is now 29 years old, is becoming increasingly
rare as supplies diminish and its most recent
trade price on Liv-ex was £25,000 (12 x 75cl),
achieving an all-time high.

Top ten traded wines by value 2018
WINE

VINTAGE

LAST TRADED PRICE (12 x 75cl)

Haut Brion

1989

£25,000

Lafite Rothschild

2015

£5,586

Margaux

2015

£12,950

Louis Roderer, Cristal

2008

£2,050

Lafite Rothschild

2009

£7,250

Carruades Lafite

2015

£2,572

Petit Mouton

2015

£2,160

Dom Perignon

2009

£1,020

Cheval Blanc

1998

£6,120

Haut Brion

2015

£5,386

Source: Liv-ex.com 17thJuly 2018

Changeover in Champagne
Top Champagne house, Dom Perignon, has announced the retirement of Cellar Master,
Richard Geoffroy, to take place on the 1st January 2019. Geoffroy has enjoyed a
28 year career at the famous prestige cuvee, with 15 Dom Perignon vintages and
been instrumental to the strategic relaunch of the Plenitudes releases (known as
P2 and P3). Geoffroy has worked with famous artists including David Lynch, Jeff
Koons and Lenny Kravitz and renowned chefs; Alain Ducasse and Ferran Adria. He
will be replaced by assistant winemaker Vincent Chaperon. For collectors, Geoffroy
vintages will have extra appeal as the wines become rarer over time.

Dom Perignon

Axa Napa estate acquisition as vineyard values continue to rise
Christian Seely, MD of French insurance firm AXA, announced the completion of a longheld goal to acquire a wine estate in Napa in July. AXA was an early adopter of the trend
of large corporates to acquire fine wine estates in Bordeaux and other key wine growing
regions. Outpost Wines (11.3ha for an undisclosed sum) joins their impressive portfolio
which includes Chateaux Pichon Longueville in Pomerol, Suduiraut in Sauternes and
Pauillac’s Pichon Baron.
The French Land Agency, SAFER published figures recently on vineyard property
and land sales in France in 2017, stating that the total value of all vineyard related
transactions was £1.25bn, a 59.9% increase on the 2016 total. The significant year
on year growth was largely influenced by a few key acquisitions which represented at
least 31% of value overall.
Burgundy and the Loire saw the highest number of individual transactions, whilst
Champagne achieved the largest increase in land value with a total growth of 55% at
more than €38million.
Bordeaux’s vineyard sales increased from 703 in 2016 to 723 in 2017, with 3% of the
territory changing hands (around 3,000 hectares). There is some uncertainty on overall
value of the Bordeaux sales due to the confidential nature of some of the key acquisitions
such as St Emilion’s Chateau Troplong Mondot (the value of which was estimated at
€6million per ha.).
It is noted that buyers from within Bordeaux are mostly focused on buying more vines,
whereas external buyers are keen to buy vineyards with statement properties. Chinese
buyers made approximately 16 acquisitions and British buyers were responsible for about
40% of the international acquisitions of French agricultural land in 2017. The number of
British acquisitions has declined slightly since the UK Brexit referendum.

Average Land Values - Bordeaux Left Bank
AOC Region
Pessac-Leognan

Average value
per hectare
€450,000 - €600,000

Sauternes

€30,000

Haut Medoc

€80,000

Margaux

€1.2million

St. Julien

€1.2million

Pauillac

€2million

Pauillac Grand Cru
St. Estephe

€6million

(increase of 18% since 2016)

€450,000

- large range from €1million
per ha. for prime gravel plots
to €350,000 per ha. for
coolest clay soils

Average Land Values - Bordeaux Right Bank
AOC Region

Average value
per hectare

St. Emilion

€200,000 - €2.6million

Pomerol

€900,000 - €4.4million

Source: SAFER July 2018
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California Vineyard Fires
This time last year fire rampaged over the key
wine growing regions of California and this year
sees further devastation in Napa and Mendocino.
States of emergency have been declared with
17 major fires covering over 200,000 acres
stretching from San Diego to the Oregon border.
Over 10,000 firefighters are tackling wildfires and
there have been six fatalities reported so far.

Pick of the month - CHATEAU PAVIE 2017 (En Primeur)
In our view, Chateau Pavie 2017 is the pick
of the vintage in terms of quality score and
growth potential at our current Offer Price.
One of the highest scored wines of a ‘Right
Bank’ vintage, Chateau Pavie at the current
Vin-X price is a great addition to your existing
portfolio, a strong vertical component for
Pavie enthusiasts and a great starter to a wine
investment portfolio.

Pavie Price Comparison

Chateau Pavie owners, Gerard and Chantal
Perse’s aim, is to see the quality and value of
their wines positioned at the same level as the
First Growths. Their significant investment in
the estate continues and the terroir is largely
recognised as unparalleled in St Emilion.
The prices for Pavie wines have risen
significantly since the Chateau’s classification
upgrade in 2012. The 2017 vintage achieved an
average score across major critics of 95.5 / 100,
only one point behind top scoring Fist Growth,
Chateau Latour, which no longer releases its
wine en primeur.
Chateau Pavie 2017 offers the opportunity
to acquire a highly scored wine of an iconic
Bordeaux brand that continues to invest and
improve with corresponding increase in values
and returns on investment.

Source: Liv-ex.com

LIMITED AVAILABILITY NOW - see our BUY RECOMMENDATION at https://www.vin-x.com/documents/Pavie201720180522.pdf
Call us for more information on 0203 384 2262
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IN FOCUS:
REVIEW OF BORDEAUX 2017 EN PRIMEURS CAMPAIGN
Bordeaux 2017 was always going to be
challenging with a mixed quality vintage and
the market wanting to see the system redress
its pricing levels to get fully engaged. Some of
the key chateaux recognised this need, priced
sensibly and their campaigns sold quickly,
Lafleur, Cos d’Estournel, Lafite Rothschild and
Lynch Bages are good examples of this.
Despite the fact that nearly all chateaux reduced
their prices on 2016 values, too many still priced
their 2017 wines unattractively, due to the
availability of higher scoring vintages from the
same chateaux at lower prices in the market.
The 2017 vintage has been most closely
compared to 2014, however the Liv-ex
chart showing 2017 scores vs 2005 – 2016,
illustrates the fact that it is an ‘Off-vintage’
with quality closer to 2011 and currently priced
more expensively.

Chateau Pavie Cellar

2017 vintage scores vs 2005 - 2016

En Primeur prices do not tend to move in line with the market, they are,
instead, priced to reflect the quality of the vintage. Well… theoretically
this should be the case. The chateaux are protected from market
forces by the negociants who acquire a primary position and market
and distribute their wines for them in the short term. This campaign,
the negociants discounted the wines of the Bordeaux 500 releases
by 11.5% on average from their 2016 vintage prices, despite a 4.8%
rise in the Euro since last year. The price reductions did not go far
enough for the market as a whole and average Bordeaux ex-chateau
prices were 20% higher than Liv-ex’s suggested average estimate of
€104 / bottle at this trade level.
The First Growths proved stickier on take-up than usual, due to the
seeming lack of value in their 2017 prices at this stage. A well-scored
Chateau Haut Brion (94- 96 points by Neal Martin) was released at a
17% discount to 2016, with a 40% reduction in volume. At the close of
the campaign Liv-ex reported that the First Growth had struggled due
to better value back vintages.

Source: Liv-ex.com

In total, Liv-ex UK members’ En Primeur sales dropped to £45million,
just over half of the 2016 vintage sales, which was a similar level
to the 2011 vintage campaign (£46.5million). The lack of demand
for 2011 En Primeurs was perhaps understandable, following two
exceptional quality vintages and a carry-over of high prices into the
2011 campaign.

Liv-ex data also showed that vintage sales by volume, which had increased between
2014 - 2016, fell by 60% for the 2017 vintage compared to last year. The lower
number of cases sold by UK trade could be due to reduced supply due to last year’s
frosts but could result in a possible build-up earlier in the supply chain with a future
potential overhang on price growth going forward.
In conclusion, reduced UK merchant purchases, which normally accounts for a third of
En Primeur sales, demonstrated that current demand does not support the price level
for many of the wines offered. The lessons have been learnt from the 2009 – 2011
vintages and price transparency now ensures that we can truly compare offer prices
and can select wines fairly priced with the opportunity for growth.
Our own approach to 2017 has been to tread carefully and in our view the wine of the
vintage in terms of quality and the price we can offer is Chateau Pavie (score 97-99
points Lisa Perrotti-Brown MW) – more details in our ‘Pick of the Month’ in this report.
The Vin-X price for Chateau Pavie 2017 is currently the best in the market
- for more information call us on 0203 384 2262.

Chateau Haut Brion
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RACING CERTAINTIES: CLASSIC CARS and FINE WINE
Chateau Impney Hill Climb 2018

Visit www.vin-x.com to view the video of the
Vin-X team being interviewed by Channel 5’s
Motorsports commentator Nicki Shields at the
2018 Chateau Impney Hill Climb.
Fine wine, Art and Classic Cars are the best
performing examples of a group of assets often
referred to as ‘Treasure’ or ‘Passion’ assets and
there was plenty of ‘Passion’ on display at the
2018 Hill Climb at Chateau Impney in July. We
are delighted to sponsor the event which brings
together rare examples of classic and modern
day super cars with an estimated paddock
value of over £750million.
The Vin-X team hosted wines tastings over the weekend and compared the performance of classic cars and fine wine as investments.
In 2017 the sale of Leonardo da Vinci’s Salvator Mundi for US$450million saw Fine Art outstrip cars and wine for the first time in
some years in that 12 month period. Classic cars, as a rule, provide strong returns and the sale of an extremely rare 1963 GTO Ferrari
for £52million at the end of May demonstrates the extraordinary values that can be achieved. However, the long term performance
and percentage returns on investment by fine wine leads the ‘Passion Class’, as can be seen in the chart.

Asset Performance Chart

Classic cars and fine wine enjoy similar tax
treatment by HMRC as they are classified
as ‘Wasting Assets’, and accordingly any
gains do not normally attract Capital Gains
Tax. However this is subject to the individual’s
personal circumstances and for more
information on this please download our FREE
report
http://www.vin-x.com/documents/
Vin-XTaxReport.pdf
Generally, fine wine is considered to be a
more accessible ‘Passion’ asset, offering
the opportunity to diversify into alternative
investments at a number of price points as
low as £2,500. Greater price transparency
due to Liv-ex.com and a more liquid secondary
market offers the investor greater clarity and
opportunity to exit profitably.

Source: Liv-ex.com

Vin-X Fine Wine Market Reports:
LATEST SPECIAL REPORT: THE TAX TREATMENT OF FINE WINE: Download your free copy at http://www.vin-x.com/documents/
Vin-XTaxReport.pdf
Vin-X regularly produces specialist market reports providing detailed information for ﬁne wine investors.
Visit our website www.vin-x.com for details

Data Protection Changes - make sure you don’t miss out!
If you haven’t already registered your preference to keep receiving our news and special reports please do so as soon as possible via
email to enquiries@vin-x.com or contact us on 0203 384 2262
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